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Have you lost touch with the
McGill University Rowing
Club? Miss the days when
you were racing for the Redmen or Martlets? Getting
back in touch is as easy as
sending an email to us at
vpalumni@mcgillcrew.com.
We also have a Facebook
page!
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Coach Phil weighs in on 2012 season
Dear Alumni I am happy to report that
McGill Crew’s 2012 fall season was
yet another landmark year! We
are on track to build upon our
recent successes. Apart from athletes training hard in the offseason, and participating in competitive summer rowing, a lot of
this success depends on the
strength of our Novice program
and a strong recruiting push. Our
Novice crews finished in the top 3
all season (the novice men went
undefeated until OUAs).
This fall we had a record 90
athletes (Novice, JV, Varsity) on
the team, and a staff of 10 coaches.
Our Varsity Men’s program was
the largest in history with a Varsity
HW and LW eight, a JV eight and a
Varsity four. Our HW men’s eight
placed third at OUAs and tied for
5th at CURC’s. On the women’s
side history was made as our HW

pair (pictured below) won gold at
CURC’s in B.C. This marks the
first McGill Crew women’s CURC
gold medal. Luce and Kalyna were
subsequently invited to a Rowing
Canada training camp.
Our coaches are heavily
involved with planning and supervising off-season training. We have
incorporated spin/core and Crossfit workouts, and are using the
tank at the basin twice a week. We
are working closely with the provincial coach so our top athletes
get access to high level coaching
and training resources.
Thanks to YOUR donations
as well as fundraising and support
from McGill Athletics, McGill
Crew acquired two new Hudson
pair/doubles and a new Hudson
men’s HW eight. We also raised
enough money for 3 new ergometers which just arrived, and we
plan to purchase new oars this fall.

I hope to have extra boat racks
installed in Bay #6 as we are running out of equipment space!
Please contact me if you
would like to chat about the Crew,
if you would like to coach, or if
you are looking for ways to help
the team out. During the fall season my enthusiasm gets the better
of me, and I post many photos and
updates on Facebook. I appreciate
the positive feedback from everyone!
I hope you enjoy this issue of
The Wave – thanks for your continued support of the Crew and
hopefully we will see each other in
person for CURC’s 2013 as McGill
Crew will be hosting the national
championship in Montreal November 2-3!
Philip Hedrei, MDCM class of 2000
MURC Head Coach 2013

Luce Bourbeau (centre left) and Kalyna Franko are all smiles after winning a gold medal in the Varsity Women’s Heavyweight 2– in
November. This marked the first time that a McGill women’s crew has won CURC’s gold. Let’s hope it is the first of many!
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President’s Report
Dear Alumni,
After a successful 2012
season, I am very excited for
the upcoming seasons for
McGill Crew. This is my 4th
year rowing for McGill. During
these 4 years, I have seen the
team evolve in many ways, and
this evolution would not have
been possible without the
coaching staff and the support
from alumni like you. In the
past year, we have been able
to purchase 3 new boats that
were all paid for by fundraising
efforts and alumni donations.
Last year, we had our biggest
pERGatory and Catch and
Release events ever and we
are working to make it even
bigger this year!

We also must not forget
a new pre-season tradition
where senior rowers get to
welcome the new members
during a training camp fundraising event at McKibbins, and
the post-season Tremblant ski
trip where the novices and the
varsities can get to know one
another and integrate the
team. These crew events help
complement the training, especially during the winter season
where athletes are training
hard together and working off
each other to defeat Queen’s
at the annual McGill-Queen’s
Boat Race.
This year, we are keeping the momentum going with
more ideas and improvements.

We are continuing to improve
our website, using Facebook
and Twitter to keep everyone
in the McGill rowing community updated on what’s going
on. Our goals for next year
are to continue to improve
our boat bay to make room
for the new boats. We are
also trying to create more
events which will include
Alumni. Keep an eye out for a
potential Boat Christening
next year and also how to get
involved with the Canadian
University Rowing Championships that McGill will be hosting in 2013!
Frédérique De Muszka
MURC President 2012
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The Varsity Men’s Heavyweight 8+ practices one last time on Burnaby Lake in B.C. before their last
regatta of the season— the Canadian University Rowing Championships.

Varsity Men 2012 - Lucas De Gelder

“The team

Having just stepped out of
high school, I approached the
McGill rowing team – and university as a whole – with a great
degree of trepidation. Indeed, on
the first day of training, I found
myself in a sea of countless men
and women trying out for the
team, wondering how I would
possibly work my way into the
Varsity boat. Under the guidance
of coach James Reid, the dust of
the frantic first couple of weeks
settled, and I found myself in an
eight, surrounded by seven other
talented oarsmen, looking into
the face of my high school coxie.
The season had begun.

committed

With only a handful of
weeks to blend and correct the
variety of incoming rowing styles
(three of the heavyweight Varsity
8+ and five of the lightweight
Varsity 8+ were new at McGill)
the team was committed to the
training, to each other, and to the
pursuit of success at the upcoming competitions. With races
nearly every weekend for two
months, the sleep-deprived rowing season flew past, and I soon
found myself back in my
hometown, Vancouver, for our
final race of the year. Despite the
fact that this was my first year
rowing for McGill, our presence

at CU’s, as well as our third place
finish at OUA’s the week before,
surprised competitors and spectators – and probably some people in the boat as well – and in
my mind is a confidence-inspiring
platform to build upon next season. There are many stories and
memories of this past season that
I will not soon forget, but I am
most excited by the prospect of
the years still to come. The potential of such a strong, young,
and motivated crew is what
drives me to continue training in
the early mornings, chasing whatever successes might lie ahead.

was

to the
training, to
each other,
and to the
pursuit of
success.”
- Lucas
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Varsity Women - Kalyna Franko
My fall season with McGill
Crew has been unforgettable. After a summer of rowing in Boucherville with Luce and knowing
that many of my teammates had
trained hard over the summer as
well, I looked forward to a strong
Varsity Women’s Crew for the
2012 season. Highlights for me
included rowing the 4+ on the
beautiful Charles River, the very
stormy 1000m finals at OUAs,
unwrapping and rowing one of
McGill’s new Hudson pairs, and
the most incredible race of my
short rowing career to date: winning the pair at CUs!
Rowing has taught me a lot

since I started as a novice at McGill
4 years ago. Most importantly, I’ve
learned how to set goals and then
work hard at preparing myself
physically and mentally to reach my
potential. In my last race for McGill
(the CUs pair), the feeling of flow I
got rowing to 1st place in the last
250m, masking all the pain and the
cheering, was the definition of selfactualization. It was an amazing
feeling and one that I have only
ever felt rowing. It’s moments like
these that we’re all waking up early
for, why we’re working out when
we should be studying, and a big
part of why we love this sport.
The other part is our friends

“I’ve learned

and teammates. To the dedicated
and knowledgeable MURC coaches
I’ve had over the years—Brent,
Christian, Emma, Norah, and
Phil—I will always be grateful. I am
also thankful for having such hardworking and amazing crewmates,
especially Luce. Finally, I appreciate
all of my parents’ support, including driving down to St. Catharine’s
to watch me race more times than
I can count.
I am looking forward to
training camp with the National
team in Burnaby this February,
thanks to McGill Crew for helping
me get there!

how to set goals
and then work
hard at
preparing myself
physically and
mentally to
reach my
potential.”
- Kalyna

Varsity Women - Luce Bourbeau
When I started rowing as a novice 2
years and a few months ago, I never
thought that the sport would take such an
important place in my life. I joined mainly
to make friends and try a new sport. I
didn’t expect that only two seasons later I
would win a national championship. I had
planned to write this article about my
race in the 2- with Kalyna at CU’s, but I
already forgot most of it. The truth is that
I don’t really remember how much it
hurt.
The legendary coach Al Morrow
recently told me that, in the end, you

never remember the races; you remember the journey. Indeed, rowing at McGill
has been an amazing experience for me
and I am not ready to forget all the
friendships I made. McGill rowing and the
gold medal at CU’s is however only the
beginning of a great journey.
Kalyna and I just spent the week in
Burnaby, B.C. participating in a Rowing
Canada Aviron training camp. We’re hoping to make the Canadian national team
who will be travelling to Linz, Austria this
summer for the Under 23 World Championship Regatta.

For this wonderful opportunity, I
really have to thank the McGill rowing
coaches who are putting so much time
and effort into making the rowing program better and bigger every year. I also
want to thank the alumni without whom
it wouldn’t have been possible to buy the
new 8+. Lastly and most importantly, I
must thank Kalyna who was my first rowing role model and my pair partner. I
don’t think that I would have made it
here without you. Дякую
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In the second regatta of the season, the Varsity Lightweight Men’s 4+ powers through the canal at Head of the Trent.

Novice Men - Dylan Brown
Rowing for McGill has been
a great experience so far. I think I
speak for all of the novice men
when I say thanks to our coaches,
Phil and Andrea, for an awesome
two months of early morning
training, second workouts, long
weekends with the rowdy novices
and continually believing in all of
us. We wouldn't have won any
races without your teaching and
motivation.
I came into rowing not
knowing what to expect, not
knowing if I would like it, and
wondering if it was worth the
huge time commitment. Well, all
of my questions were answered
the first time we went on the
water. I was so stoked after taking my first few strokes that I

knew I had made the right decision. I was sidelined last season
because of an injury so sadly I
couldn't row, but this year I was
fully recovered, after training
CrossFit for a year, and ready to
try out for a sports team. I was
actually pretty close to playing
McGill baseball (having played
baseball from 1999 to 2011) but
in the end I wanted to try a racing
sport so I could effectively put my
training to use.
When I get asked about
waking up for early morning practices, I simply reply that I do it
because I love cooking and eating
a huge pre-workout breakfast. It's
also worth it to see the sunrise
every day.
After only one season of

rowing, you learn a lot about the
sport and yourself. Rowing is as
much a team sport as it is an individual sport. Everyone in the boat
is depending on everyone else
every single day to do their individual part to get that bow ball
across the finish first. The novices
all dramatically improved throughout the season because each individual put full effort into practices
and the second and third
workouts. With everyone continually breaking down barriers I'm
quite excited to see what level
everyone will be at next season,
because the results seem limitless.
Rowing has helped me discover what I'm capable of by constantly pushing my limits. I'm looking forward to next year to see

“Everyone in
the boat is depending on
everyone else
every single
day to do their

individual part
to get that bow
ball across the
finish first.”
- Dylan

McGill
University
Rowing Club
Inquiries: info@mcgillcrew.com
Webpage: http://mcgillcrew.com/
Facebook: McGill University Rowing
Club (MURC)
Twitter: @McGillRowing
Have you lost touch with the McGill University
Rowing Club? Miss the days when you were racing for the Redmen or Martlets? Getting back in
touch is as easy as sending an email to us at
vpalumni@mcgillcrew.com. Right now we are
trying to organize some alumni racing events, so
please let us know if you are interested!

Novice Women - Stephanie Scodras
It was on a glorious September
morning when our coaches Mike
Ross and Luis Orozco informed us
that we would finally be taking the
boats out. We were thrilled. We
brought the Spirit of ’79 and Paul
Campbell down to the basin, lowered
them into the water, albeit clumsily,
and got in our seats. What followed
could only be described as chaos. We
learned that rowing is a unique sport
in that teamwork and cooperation
are not optional. The boat may have
been set for all of 30 seconds, and
one side of my butt really hurt from
leaning on it the whole time.
I’d like to say that we were
amazing by the second practice, but
we weren’t. That’s not how rowing
works. But we pushed ourselves to
improve every day. Mike Ross soon
informed us that our practices would

start at 5:55AM instead of 6AM so
that we could be first on and last off
the water. This was challenging, but
we did it every morning. I’m often
asked why I started rowing but it’s
not easy to pinpoint the answer. I
knew I wanted to be a part of something bigger at McGill and I could not
be happier with my decision. I’ve had
the opportunity to meet such hardworking girls and be taught by seriously dedicated and patient coaches.
What I got out of this experience far exceeded my expectations.
A special bond is formed when you
spend countless hours recounting the
horrors and hilarity of morning practices or comparing blisters with your
teammates. I mean, at some point I
couldn’t even extend my hands because the blisters were so severe.
Together, we celebrated when we

did well at regattas, and when every
single girl PBed on the post-season
2k. But we were also there for each
other through hard times. I remember I was having an off-day and was
struggling on the erg, when one of
my crewmates came next to me and
helped me push through the rest of
the piece. That’s just what we did for
each other. I knew I could depend on
any girl for support, not just the girls
in my boat, because we all felt like
one big team. That dynamic was fantastic.
I’ve seen more dedication and
hard work from this year’s Novice
Women than I have on any other
sports team I’ve belonged to. I have
no doubt that some of them will truly
take this club far and I’m proud to
call them my crewmates. Thanks
McGill Crew for a great season.

